Adult Education Books in the Library

**Adult education @ 21st century**  
edited by Peter Kell, Sue Shore & Michael Singh.  
Imprint New York : P. Lang, c200  
LC5215.A3443 2003

**Adult Education and Lifelong Learning: Theory and Practice**  
by Peter Jarvis  
$47  
Publisher: RoutledgeFalmer; 3 edition (August 13, 2004)  
Language: English  
ISBN-10: 0415314933

**Adult education and the postmodern challenge : learning beyond the limits**  
by Robin Usher, Ian Bryant, and Rennie Johnston.  
LC5225.S64 U75 1997

**The adult learner : the definitive classic in adult education and human resource development**  
Imprint Amsterdam ; Boston : Elsevier/Butterworth/Heinemann, c2005.  
LC5225.L42 K56 2005

**Adult learning and development : perspectives from educational psychology**  
edited by M. Cecil Smith, Thomas Pourchot.  
LC5225.P78 A48 1998

**Adult learning in the digital age : information technology and the learning society**  
by Neil Selwyn, Stephen Gorard and John Furlong.  
LC5225.L42 S48 2006

**Adult learning methods : a guide for effective instruction**  
Michael W. Galbraith editor  
LC5225.L42 A35 2004

**Adult learning and technology in working-class life**  
by Peter H. Sawchuk  
Imprint Cambridge, UK ; New York : Cambridge University Press, 2003  
LC5225.L42 S29 2003

**Bringing transformative learning to life**  
by Kathleen P. King.  
LC5225.L42 K54 2005

**Designs for self-instruction : principles, processes and issues in developing self-directed learning**  
by Johanna L. Keirns.  
Imprint Boston : Allyn and Bacon, c1999.  
LB1028.38 .K45 1999
Developing adult learners: strategies for teachers and trainers
by Kathleen Taylor, Catherine Marienau, Morris Fiddler.
Edition 1st ed.
LC5225.L42 T39 2000

Dialogue education at work: a case book
by Jane Vella and associates; foreword by Margaret Wheatley.
Edition 1st ed.
LC196.V45 2004

Dimensions of adult learning: adult education and training in a global era
edited by Griff Foley.
LC5215.D55 2004

Five perspectives on teaching in adult and higher education
by Daniel D. Pratt and associates; with foreword by Stephen D. Brookfield.
Edition Original ed.
LC5219.P73 1998

Fostering Critical Reflection in Adulthood: A Guide to Transformative and Emancipatory Learning
(Jossey Bass Higher and Adult Education Series) (Hardcover)
by Jack Mezirow
$45.42
Publisher: Jossey-Bass; 1st ed edition (February 23, 1990)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1555422071

Handbook of adult and continuing education
by Arthur L. Wilson, Elisabeth R. Hayes, editors
Imprint San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, c2000
Edition New ed
LC5215.H245 2000

How Do They Know They Know: Evaluating Adult Learning (Jossey Bass Higher and Adult Education Series) (Hardcover)
by Jane Vella (Author), Paula Berardinelli (Author), Jim Burrow
$26
Publisher: Jossey-Bass; 1st ed edition (November 17, 1997)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0787910473

Learning and Development: Making Connections to Enhance Teaching (Jossey Bass Higher and Adult Education Series)
by Sharon L. Silverman (Author), Martha E. Casazza
$29
Publisher: Jossey-Bass (December 1, 1999)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0787944637

Learning from our lives: using educational biographies with adults
by Pierre Dominice; foreword by Alan Knox.
Learning as Transformation: Critical Perspectives on a Theory in Progress (Jossey Bass Higher and Adult Education Series) (Hardcover)
by Jack Mezirow and Associates
$34
Publisher: Jossey-Bass (September 1, 2000)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0787948454

Learning to think, learning to learn: what the science of thinking and learning has to offer adult education
by Jennifer Cromley.
Y 3.L 71:16/V.4/NO.1

Lifelong Learning at Its Best: Innovative Practices in Adult Credit Programs (Jossey Bass Higher and Adult Education Series)
by William H. Maehl
$27
Publisher: Jossey-Bass (October 15, 1999)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0787946036

Making sense of adult learning
by Dorothy MacKeracher.
Imprint Toronto : University of Toronto Press, c2004.
Edition 2nd ed.
LC5225.L42 M33 2004

Making sense of lifelong learning: respecting the needs of all
by Norman Evans
LC5256.G7 E923 2003

Mentor: guiding the journey of adult learners
by Laurent A. Daloz.
Edition 2nd ed.
LC5225.M45 D35 1999

The new update on adult learning theory
by Sharan B. Merriam, editor
Imprint San Francisco : Jossey-Bass, c2001
LC5225.L42 N45 2001

Transformative Dimensions of Adult Learning (Jossey Bass Higher and Adult Education Series)
$33.23
by Jack Mezirow
Publisher: Jossey-Bass; 1st ed edition (May 7, 1991)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1555423396

Understanding and Promoting Transformative Learning: A Guide for Educators of Adults
by Patricia Cranton
$31
Publisher: Jossey-Bass; 2 edition (April 14, 2006)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0787976687

The Power of Critical Theory: Liberating Adult Learning and Teaching (Hardcover)
by Stephen D. Brookfield
$24
Publisher: Jossey-Bass (November 5, 2004)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0787956015

The power of critical theory : liberating adult learning and teaching
by Stephen D. Brookfield.
Edition 1st ed.
LC5225.L42 B77 2005

The Profession and Practice of Adult Education: An Introduction
by Sharan B. Merriam
$35
Publisher: Jossey-Bass (July 27, 2007)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0470181532

Reconceptualising lifelong learning : feminist interventions
by Penny Jane Burke and Sue Jackson.
Imprint London ; New York : Routledge, 2007
LC5219 .B87 2007

Taking learning to task : creative strategies for teaching adults
by Jane Vella.
Edition 1st ed.
LC5225.L42 V43 2000

Understanding and promoting transformative learning : a guide for educators of adults
by Patricia Cranton.
Edition 2nd ed.
LC5225.L42 C72 2006

Women as learners : the significance of gender in adult learning
by Elisabeth Hayes and Daniele D. Flannery ; with chapters by Ann K. Brooks, Elizabeth J. Tisdell and Jane M. Hugo.
Edition 1st ed.
LC5225.L42 H39 2000

Workplace learning & development : delivering competitive advantage for your organization
by Jackie Clifford & Sara Thorpe.
Kogan Page Limited, 2007
HD58.82 .C55 2007
Adult Education Books on Order for Library:

Best Practices in Adult Learning (JB - Anker Series)
by Lee Bash
$38
Publisher: Jossey-Bass (March 15, 2001) Language: English
ISBN-10: 1882982789

Collaborative Professional Development for Teachers of Adults (Professional Practices in Adult Education and Human Resource Development Series)
by Joseph J. Moran
$28
Publisher: Krieger Publishing Company; Original Ed edition (September 2001)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1575241218

Self-Direction in Adult Learning (Theory and Practice of Adult Education in North America)
by Ralph Brockett
$188
Publisher: Routledge; 1 edition (June 1994)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0415909120

Philosophical Foundations of Adult Education
by John L. Elias (Author), Sharan B. Merriam
$42
Publisher: Krieger Publishing Company; 3 edition (December 1, 2004)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1575242540

Experiential Learning: A Handbook of Best Practices for Educators and Trainers [ILLUSTRATED]
by Colin Beard (Author), John P Wilson
$43
Publisher: Kogan Page; 2 edition (July 1, 2006)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0749444894